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Santo, TX – SpeedDirect Upgrades Shark Bite & Vector Series To Double Adjustable Shocks
SpeedDirect has upgraded all their Shark BiteTM (C2-C3 Corvette) and Vector SeriesTM (65-70
Mustang) suspension & handling kits to double adjustable shocks. This provides a product with
superior performance across all their kits, with a price point below competitor’s double
adjustable kits.
Single vs. Double Adjustable Shocks:
Single adjustable shocks adjust both compression and extension with a single setting at the
same time. In most performance cases it is beneficial to be able to adjust compresion separatey
from extension to better suit the situations your car will encounter.
Diverse applications such as street driving, drag racing and autocrossing all require significantly
different shock settings. A proper race shock set up can not be achieved with a single
adjustable shock. A double adjustable shock is required.
Additionally, personal ride and performance preference can play a large role in the suspension
tuning equation because shocks play a role not only in ride comfort but in everything from initial
body roll during cornering to steering responsiveness and tire grip balance.
Advantages to Double Adjustable Shocks
•
More customizable settings
•
Ability to fine tune to ride/performance preferences
•
Adaptable to specific circumstances
•
Tire grip balance adjustments
About SpeedDirect
Pioneers in improved handling for Corvettes and Muscle Cars, SpeedDirect is the manufacturer
of SteeroidsTM Rack & Pinion Conversion Kits, Shark BiteTM suspension components for C2-C3
Corvettes (1963-82), Vector SeriesTM handling components for classic Mustangs, and Rod
LinksTM Clutch Linkages. In business since 1994, all SpeedDirect products are proudly Made in
the U.S.A.
For additional information visit the SpeedDirect website at www.speeddirect.com,
Call (888) 425-2776, or email sales@speeddirect.com.

We make classics fun to drive!
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